ISSUE

REQUEST

HISTORY

2993 Steam
venting

Requested
written
responses to
questions raised
by PW on behalf
of John Busby

While there has been much discussion around this topic
and while responses have been provided (three years ago
now), the issue which has not been resolved is that of
monitoring. EdF argues that discharges are ALARP and
within authorisation limits but this misses the point which
is the company’s obligation to be aware of the weather
and deposition pattern of their steam venting which
contains tritium and to notify those within the deposition
area due to the potential health impacts.

2998
Emergency
planning

Clarity around
the procedure
and the DEPZ
determination

2992 Public
protection

What
information is
given to people

Awaiting response from PHE, Coffey MP and Mr Parr
going back to 09/14 and 11/15. Chair proposed separate
meeting on this issue 02/03/16.

LATEST

PROPOSED
ACTION
Mr Parr has
Accept this
agreed to meet
invitation and get
interested SSG
EdF to provide
members to
estimates of the
‘clarify the steam procedures/costs
venting
of accurate
monitoring’.
monitoring (wind
direction,
weather
conditions and
deposition) to
determine best
course of action.
Herca Wenra and EdF, ONR and SCC
inclusion of
should between
OSART report
them ensure that
recommendations the Herca Wenra
and OSART
recommendations
are implemented
as soon as
possible and that
the work
undertaken to do
so is overseen by
a body which
includes members
of the SSG.
Hold the meeting,
make sure PHE,
Coffey and Parr

PRIORITY
RANKING
HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

2131 Where
are deaths
registered?

within the DEPZ
on range of
radionuclides,
half lives,
bioaccumulation,
impacts on
health etc to
which they are
potentially
exposed?
Is the place of
death or place of
residence used
by PHE is
calculating
cancer statistics?

respond.

It seems that the primary question was answered by Dr
Bouffler at the 5/12/13 meeting – residential address is
used as place of diagnosis and place of death. This
presumably means that Ipswich Hospital will hold underreported death statistics, but this is contrary to the
conclusion drawn in the existing action tracker.

And secondary
questions.

2191
effectiveness
of food

To FAS: when
redesigning the
food sampling

June 2015 meeting, Cefas rep (Fiona Clyne) said a
definitive reply would come after she spoke to colleagues.

What are/were
the secondary
questions? The
responses to
these were
circulated on
6/3/14 and
considered by sub
group on 2/4/14
but PHE still has
not answered
secondary
questions
according to
existing action
tracker. At
9/11/15, Chair
was ‘to request
assistance from
NDA/DECC’.
Selwyn Runacres
attended meeting
in September

Chair to clarify
and either close
this action or
chase NDA for
required help.

LOW

Write to FSA and
ask for reply to
the redesign

MEDIUM

sampling
programme

programme,
consider habitat
versus food
production
sampling points

2325 DFS
safety case
issues to EA
and others

2016. This issue
still requires an
answer – i.e. will
they redesign the
programme to
embrace SSG
concerns?
Awaiting reply to
request for
written answers
from EA.

question and seek
presentation at
next meeting.

Some information provided 14/10/14

Still awaiting
detailed analysis
of contributions.

Ask NDA to reply
to this question
about detailed
analysis of
contributions.

Write again
MEDIUM
and/or explain to
SSG that DECC are
not interested in
replying or
attending and
then close this
action.
Write further
HIGH
letter to Dr
Coffey.

Need written
answers to
‘relevant parts of
the DFS safety
case’.
2365
How are the
Contributions calculations
to NLF
made and what
are the forecasts
of anticipated
costs?
2368a DECC
Request that a
representation representative
at SSG
attend a future
meetings
SSG meeting.

Spent fuel is not categorised as a waste by HMG and
therefore EA has no jurisdiction.

Awaiting response at 29/9/14.

New request sent
in May 2015.

2368b REPPIR

Inadequate response received 4/12/14.

Letter to Dr
Coffey 9/11/15.
No reply.

2531
Emergency
planning

DECC – how is
progress on
revision of
REPPIR going?
Please provide
details of how
monitoring for

This has been open since December 2014.

Write to EA and
MEDIUM
ask to expedite
reply then close if
satisfactory.
MEDIUM

Ask Stuart Parr to HIGH
provide this
information.

monitoring at
Sizewell B

tritium is carried
out and the
results of that
monitoring in
respect of
emergency
planning.

2959 Concern
over integrity
of RPV
materials

Long history of interaction on this issue involving briefings
by ONR, documentation from SSC and NFLA

ONR formal
response received
from ONR in
November 2015.

2899 Sewage
outlets

Sizewell A has always received a pass result for the
condition of its sewage effluent.

No information
about SZB.

2770 Promote
awareness of
Magnox
largess
schemes
3024 Blue Flag
Status

2935 Dry Fuel

Promotional
leaflets required.

Is monitoring for Question would be taken back to EA. What is the criteria
microbial activity and process for Blue Flag status?
carried out in the
waters around
Sizewell? If not,
why not?
CO2 footprint,
CO2 report provided.

Why is microbial
monitoring not
undertaken in the
waters around
Sizewell?
Other data

Re-circulate
ONR’s formal
response. Ask SSG
if it is satisfied
with ONR formal
response.
Ask EA to provide
parallel
information
about SZB to
confirm or
question sewage
water condition.
Ask Magnox to
provide and
distribute
throughout
community and
wider.
Ask EA to respond
to this question
and ask SCDC to
give details about
Blue Flag status
and process.
Has chair sent this

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

store details.

waste inventory,
radionuclides
half-lives and
other
information
requested.

2920 Dr
Coffey’s voting
choices on
membership

To ask Dr Coffey
to explain the
rationale for the
way she voted
on membership
of the SSG at the
11/9/14 meeting
When does
responsibility for
DFS pass to the
NDA?
What is the
impact of the
rateable value of
the DFS on the
value of SZB?
Please provide
information
required.

2932 NDA
response to
DFS
2973 Rateable
value of DFS

2942
Discharge data
regarding SZB
steam venting
(specifically
Tritium) and
impact
thereof).

required was
refused due to
‘commercial and
security
sensitivity’.
Chair to send FoI
request.
Mr Abbot agreed to raise this with Dr Coffey

SCDC does not hold this information.

Meeting held between Chair and M
R Crawford. EA and EdF to confirm what information
could be provided prior to next outage in Spring 2016.

FoI request? If
not, it should be
done.

Ask for this
matter to be
responded to by
Dr Coffey or her
representative

MEDIUM

Mr Cubitt to
provide answer

Ask Mr Cubitt to
respond.

MEDIUM

Awaiting reply
from the
Valuation Office.

Chase Valuation MEDIUM
Office for a reply.

See 2993. This
SEE 2993 HIGH
issues needs
clarifying. Ask for
definitive reply:
is data for steam
venting (weather,
wind direction,
volumes,
radioactivity,
deposition and

2998 Fire and
rescue service

3071 Trend in
levels of
strontium 90
from weapons
testing.
3073
Neutralisation
of neptunium
3074 Impact
on waste
management
costs from
AGR lifetime
extensions.
3088 Arrange
meeting with
Mr Parr on
steam venting
3097
Modelling
traffic flow
during an offsite
emergency

What are the ‘plans’ of the fire and Rescue services
including safety implications for the Sizewell sites?

What are the
levels of
strontium 90 in
the atmosphere?
Provide data.

SSG should be
privy to this
modelling report

EA agreed to comply.

Andy Osman to
ask Chief fire
Officer.

potential health
impact) possible
to provide or not.
If not, why not?
Needs
HIGH
clarification and
action – ask Andy
Osman for a
response.
Ask EA to provide MEDIUM
data.

Mr Jenkin agreed to consult colleagues and report

Ask if a response
is available.

MEDIUM

Mr Jenkin agreed to consult colleagues and report

Ask if a response
is available.

MEDIUM

Meeting to still be arranged or has this happened?

Clarify please and SEE 2993 HIGH
action if
necessary.

Mr Moorcroft offered to discuss with CNC colleagues and
invite them to the SSG meeting.

Needs clarity
HIGH
about the latest
development and
following up.

3111
Emergency
planning
Potentially
faulty
components
deployed in
SZB reactor

3483 ONR
Independence
of ONR and
consultation
with the
public

3484
Regulator’s
code

When was the
last extendability
exercise
undertaken?
ONR to explain
how and on
what grounds
they gave
permission for
SZB restart when
they have
undertaken no
direct inspection
and to answer
the question
about the
possible change
in the safety
case for the
reactor as a
result
ONR – NGO
forum, output,
showing
openness and
transparency of
ONR,
reassurance they
are totally
independent.
What will be
impact from the
economic impact

Chair agreed to seek an answer.

The scandal of falsified paperwork concealing potentially
flawed and ‘carbonated’ components from le Cruesot
forge in France and Japanese steel suffering from the
same problem has been in the news for months. Fears
about safety in French reactors has caused the closure of
20 plants in France. There is uncertainty about the
robustness of components in the SZB reactor and the ONR
has failed to demonstrate satisfactorily to the SSG how
their faith in SZB’s safety has been determined.

Request for notes ONR NGO forum, for info to members.
Chair to write to ONR to request.

Mr Maitland agreed to obtain from the ONR and provide
the expected timing in which the report will be released.
The ONR are in the process of responding with their

ONR say that
their assessment
will not be
completed until
December but
apparently feel
confident in
allowing the plant
to continue
operating while
this assessment is
on-going, thereby
prejudging the
outcome of their
assessment.

To do.

HIGH

SSG should
employ an expert
in this field to
work with the
ONR to provide
the level of
confidence on the
plant’s safety and
on the absence of
potentially faulty
components.

HIGH –
ESPECIALLY IN
THE LIGHT OF
INFORMATION
SHOWING
THAT THE
COMPONENTS
FOR HKC
FAILED THE
TESTS

assessment on
the regulators
code

3488 Casks

3490
Euroatom
membership

casks have a 25
year life span
and will be
inspected at 10
year intervals
have any similar
build casks have
lasted their
lifetime yet.
Membership of
Euratom will
cease and the
ONR will assume
responsibility,
providing a
similar service to
Euratom in
regards to
inspection and
audit. Over the
next 2 years the
ONR will be
building their
capabilities in
order to provide
the same
safeguard

position on the findings, which will also be published.
Once released, the links can be provided. It was agreed
that a link for the Regulator’s code would also be
circulated – please see
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/regulatorscode
Mr Caton agreed that EDF will provide a response as the
operator whether a Holtec container 25+ years old exists
around the world.

Chair asked for the ONR/BEIS to provide more information
on the impact of Brexit on regulations and what the ONR
will be doing in the interim.

3491 Waste
storage

3498 DEPZ
evacuation

activities.
If more storage
needed would it
require a further
planning
application
giving an
opportunity for
feedback?
The European
Basic Safety
Standard
Directive is due
for enactment
into current law
by February
2018 which is
being negotiated
through BEIS and
the ONR.

Chair agreed that she would think of a question and raise
with The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) as to how it fits with government policy.

Clarify ONR Responsibilities for this directive?

